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Flame the dragon was in the magical forest trying to find 

the Magic Spring. 

Flame the dragon is good at magic. Flame is afraid of 

spiders. The Magic Spring is in the magic forest. It is full 

of birds and flowers. Flame can hear the wind rustling 

through the trees. Flame loves the magical forest.





Flame was searching through the magical forest, but she 

had no idea where the Magic Spring was. Flame was 

annoyed. She had heard the legend of the Magic Spring 

from her parents, so she knew it was in the forest 

somewhere. The Magic Spring can instantly heal any 

sickness or injury that the drinker has. Flame’s village 

was sick and the only cure was the Magic Spring, so she 

had to find it. 





Flame tried following a map, but the map wasn’t a map of

the magical forest! So she tried asking the birds to help, 

but the birds just flew away because she was a dragon! 

Then Flame saw a spider. She took a deep breath and 

walked over to it.

“Hello,” she said quietly to the spider. “Do you know 

where the Magic Spring is?”

“Yes of course I do, all spiders know!”





“Can you take me to the Magic Spring?” she asked.

“Yes!” the spider said.

Flame followed the spider through the forest. Eventually, 

they made their way through one final thick grove and 

Flame could see the Magic Spring!





Flame was very happy. She went straight to the spring to 

collect the water. Then she flew out of the spring and 

went straight back to her village without spilling any of 

the water. Flame was so happy to be able to save her 

village. Everyone thanked her for finding the Magic 

Spring. They celebrated by throwing her a big party.



The End.
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